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Sermon Notes  St Mark's Anglican Church  

South Hurstville 

Epiphany 2 

17 January 2010 

Preacher 

The Reverend Chris Albany 

Rector 
Readings:  Isaiah 62.1-5;  Psalm 36.5-10;  I Corinthians 12.1-11;  John 2.1-11 

 

Haitian Earthquake 
 

When an eight year old boy was being interviewed on a television show, it became clear during the 

interview that the boy went to Sunday School.  So the interviewer asked him what he was learning. 

The young boy replied that the last lesson had been about Jesus going a wedding and turning water 

into wine.  When the interviewer asked him what he had learned from that story, the boy said, ‘If 

you are going to have a wedding, make sure you invite Jesus!’ 

The massive 7.0-magnitude earthquake which struck the Caribbean nation of Haiti on Tuesday 

morning (AEST) is estimated to have killed more than 100,000 people, according to latest reports 

from the BBC. 

Hospitals have collapsed and many buildings destroyed, making the job of rescuing the injured even 

more difficult.The Red Cross say that up to three million people have been affected. Medical help 

and supplies are urgently needed. 

The Anglican Board of Mission is accepting donations which will be sent to Haiti through our 

fellow Anglican agency, the Episcopal Relief and Development Agency (ERD) in New York, who 

work in the Caribbean nation. 

ERD’s Interim Director for International Programs Kirsten Muth commented, “We are committed 

to a long-term response and recovery effort with our partners in the Diocese of Haiti. It is one of 

the largest and perhaps most socially engaged dioceses of the Episcopal Church with an extensive 

network of schools and health services.” 

Jim Wallis of Sojourners the US based Christian Social Justice group reminds us that in this kind of 

natural disaster, it is almost always the poorest who suffer the most -- those who have the least to 

lose are often those who lose the most. He says, “Life is always hard for poor people -- living on the 

edge is insecure and full of risk. Natural disasters make it worse. Yet even in normal times, poverty 

is hidden and not reported by the media. In times of disaster, there continues to be little coverage of 

the excessive impact on the poor. 

Tragic moments like this bring out the best in global citizens, as we put aside our differences and 

unite in support of the victims and their families. Haiti is no stranger to hardship, poverty, or 

sorrow. This earthquake has unmasked the unbelievable poverty that exists in countries like Haiti. 

Nearly 80 percent of Haiti’s population lives in abject poverty. I pray that this is not simply another 

tragic event we see on TV as we channel surf, but I hope it reminds us of our brothers and sisters 

around the world and down the street, who suffer not only from tragic events -- but who suffer every 

day. 

I saw a report on the internet of the lines of a hymn sung among the survivors of Haiti's earthquake 

while camped overnight in St. Pierre's Plaza, Port-au-Prince.  

God, you are the one who gave me life 

Why are we suffering? 
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Why? And Where is God in all this? 

In one of the more bizarre and offensive answers to such questions  US evangelical preacher Pat 

Robertson has laid the blame for the devastating earthquake on the Haitians themselves, saying the 

country "swore a pact to the devil" to escape French rule in the 18th century. He is quoted as 

saying, "They said, `We will serve you if you will get us free from the French'. True story. And so 

the devil said, `OK, it's a deal'. Ever since, they have been cursed by one thing after the other." 

Mr Robertson contrasted Haiti with the neighbouring Dominican Republic, which shares the island 

of Hispaniola. The Dominican Republic "is prosperous, healthy, full of resorts etc," he said. "Haiti 

is in desperate poverty. Same island. They need to have . . . a great turning to God and out of this 

tragedy. I'm optimistic good may come." 

There is a school of thought within Christianity which would say; "Nothing happens in this world 

without God willing it. It all fits into God's perfect plan for the world. That in the divine wisdom, 

which we do not - cannot - fully know and understand even evil is willed by the creator as a means 

to a greater good. But that is to make the alleged good, tainted, compromised and so unacceptable. 

With Jim Wallis I would assert : My God does not cause evil. God is not a vengeful and retributive 

being, waiting to strike us down; instead, God is in the very midst of this tragedy, suffering with 

those who are suffering. When evil strikes, it’s easy to ask, where is God? The answer is simple: 

God is suffering with those who are suffering. 

God is not some sort of cruel tyrant. The God who is revealed to us in Jesus is the God who comes 

to us in the midst of the storms and tragedies of life and says "Take heart, it is I. Do not be afraid." 

The God who in the suffering, broken, crucified and yet risen Jesus meets us in our brokenness and 

woundedness  and says I am with you.  That being with of the God who is 'God with us', 

'Emmanuel' is perhaps the most important thing of all. At times of tragedy what is most difficult is 

to feel that one is alone, abandoned. That no-one else understands, knows what we are feeling and 

going through. What helps is to have someone come alongside who understands, who accepts our 

anger our confusion our desolation, our sense of injustice. That is what the crucified God does in 

Jesus. Draws close to us and holds us in loving embrace from which as St Paul reminds us nothing 

can ever separate us.  The great challenge before us as a world community is to find ways in the 

days and weeks and months ahead equally come alongside the Haitian people and show we 

understand. To stand in solidarity with those who have borne the brunt of this week’s destruction, to 

embody (Incarnate is the theological word) the compassion of God. It will be so easy to too quickly 

move on and forget and abandon those individuals and communities which have been decimated, 

leaving them to rebuild their lives and communities unsupported. May we and the world community 

be given the grace and compassion to sustain the current support, emotional, practical. Time energy 

and money for the long haul. 

Let us all keep the people of Haiti in our prayers. And let us all give what we can to help in the 

relief efforts. 

What a contrast the desperate tragedy and poverty of Haiti is to the abundance reflected in today’s 

readings. The Gospel story tells us that Jesus can provide more than we need to continue to be 

faithful and committed.  It is a story of God’s generosity. Abundance is the ‘sign’ that expresses 

Jesus ministry. Today’s gospel reflects both a scarcity in our lives – ‘they have no wine’ – and 

reveals God’s extravagance in providing the wine. All the readings speak of God’s generosity. 

Isaiah used the wedding metaphor to characterize the intimate bond between God and the people, 

and it is no accident that the first sign of Jesus that John records occurred during a wedding feast. 

Isaiah is also bursting at the seams to proclaim Jerusalem’s restoration. As a man may delight in and 

marries a young woman, we see God’s delight in showing in showing Jerusalem off to the nations.  

Paul reminds of the generous gifts of the Spirit that we have for service in the church.  
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What difference does that generosity make to our lives? What difference does it make as people of 

faith in our peace-making? What difference does it make in our advocating for justice for the poor, 

the homeless, the mentally ill, for people of other faiths when they are maligned? What difference 

does it make when children in our world starve despite the abundance of material resources? What 

difference does it make to the gap in health between Indigenous people and the rest of the 

population of this wealthy country? What difference does it make when it comes to being in 

solidarity with people who need our care, our love, our help such as the Haitians?  

In the coming weeks, Jesus' words and actions will show God reaching out as a lover to all – 

especially those on the margins of life. But for now, ‘they have no wine’, how can one celebrate?  

The Nicaraguan monk, Ernesto Cardenal, in The Gospel in Solentiname has a Nicaraguan peasant 

say that Mary is a revolutionary mother. She urges Jesus to take part in the revolution: to get on 

with his commitment to change the water of the world of want into the wine of the revolution of 

abundance for all. Anti-gospel Capitalism says there is not enough to go around.  Something needs 

to be done about the poor. Sterilize them, they have too many kids!! Cut backs!!  Pull up the draw-

bridges from our country!! Keep the poor, the refugees out!! Only let in the one’s who will not be a 

burden on us. Mary wants to kick the powers that dominate and oppress downstairs, to pull down 

the mighty from their seats of power, and invite in the poor.  

Mary’s word, “do as he tells you”, her refusal to listen to his initial response, “Woman what is that 

to do with me” i.e  its not my business, “my time has not yet come.” provokes Jesus to ministry.  

Mary is saying by her action “You can make a difference, here, now’. May those words also 

provoke us to keep the revolution alive – to continually respond with compassion and generosity, 

recognizing that we too can make a difference – in all sorts of situations - and remembering the 

little boy make sure we invite Jesus! 

 

______________________________ 


